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Railroad repairs will close K-53 Highway in Mulvane

On Monday, August 5, K-53 Highway (Bridge Street) will close for five (5) days in the City of Mulvane between Ash Street and 1st Avenue, while the BNSF Railroad makes repairs to their tracks.

All traffic will need to follow the posted signs for an alternate route. RoadSafe Traffic Systems is working with the BNSF and KDOT to provide a marked detour route for the closing of the K-53 railroad crossing. RoadSafe Traffic Systems will have a technician scheduled to be on call 24 hours a day while this project is underway, and they will check the detour daily to make sure all signs remain properly placed. RoadSafe can be contacted at 316-778-2112.

Highway construction project locations and road condition information can be viewed at the http://511.ksdot.org website, or can also be accessed by telephone by dialing 511. KDOT urges all motorists to be alert, obey the warning signs, and “Give ‘Em a Brake!” when approaching and driving through a highway work zone. Persons with questions about this road work or other KDOT projects can call South Central
Kansas Public Affairs Manager, Martin Miller, at 620-663-3361 or 1-877-550-5368 (Toll free).
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